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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
One case report of ischemic colitis induced by platelet-raising capsule Ischemic colitis

represents a pathology with serious manifestations and high mortality. Being aware of

risk factors, etiopathogenesis and elements that may influence its evolution is essential

to the prognosis and well-being of the patients. The manuscript is relevant to clinical

practice, as it presents the intricacy and difficulty of the differential diagnosis and of

establishing the cause of disease. The manuscript is well-organized and structured, has

a high level of written clarity, while the tables and figures participate in rendering the

information easier to understand. There are a few elements that need attention in order

to further increase the level of text clarity and understanding. 1. In the Introduction

section, please change “where the vascular dysplasia is easy to ischemia” to “where the

vascular dysplasia may easily cause ischemia”. 2. Please consider using “so the

prognosis is favorable” instead of “so the prognosis is well”. 3.Regarding the Case

report section, instead of the phrase “Most patients will improve clinical symptoms

within 1 to 2 days”, please use “Most patients will present improvements of clinical

symptoms within 1 to 2 days”. 4. Please change the phrase “The clinic was admitted
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with "colonic multiple ulcers pending diagnosis" to “The patient was admitted in the

clinic with “multiple colonic ulcers pending diagnosis”. 5. Regarding the CT scan

results, please consider replacing “Thickening and edema of the colon wall, considering

inflammatory changes, please further examine if necessary, in combination with clinical

practice” with “Thickening and edema of the colon wall, and possible inflammatory

changes, to be furthered examined if necessary, in combination with clinical evaluation”

and further, in the same paragraph “Colon wall changes, consistent with ischemic

enteritis, please be combined with clinical” to “Colon wall changes, consistent with

ischemic enteritis, to be interpreted within clinical context.” 6. Please, instead of

“Physical examination at admission: T 36.2℃ P 97 times/min R 18 times/min BP

110/90mmHg clear consciousness, general spirit”, consider using “Physical examination

at admission: temperature 36.2℃, Pulse: 97 beats/min, respiratory rate 18 breath

cycles/min, blood pressure 110/90 mm Hg, the patient is conscious, with normal mental

status.” 7. Please use Figure instead of picture throughout the manuscript. 8. Please

consider “antibiotic” instead of “anti-infection”. 9. Please consider using a more

impersonal perspective regarding the interdepartmental discussion section and a more

continuous presentation of the information. 10. Please keep a consistent use of

verbal tenses throughout the manuscript. 11. In the Discussion section, instead of

“However, given that the patient had a similar”, please consider using “However, the

patient had a similar” as there is no conclusion within the phrase. 12. Please replace

“continuous deterioration of the disease” with “continuous progression of the disease”.

13. Please consider using the phrase “Because it cannot show tertiary blood vessels, it is

of little clinical significance.” 14. Please consider the changes to the phrase “In

addition, this patient presented blood in the stool when taking traditional Chinese

medicine containing indigo naturalis, while when the drug was discontinued”. 15.

Please use the phrase “Pay attention to and treat the primary disease early, at the same
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time applying symptomatic treatment.” 16. Consider using “and observe closely”

instead of “close observation”. 17. In the Conclusion section, please consider using

“Once abdominal pain, diarrhea, and blood in the stool occur, the drug should be

stopped immediately, with implementation of active treatment, and avoidance of the

further use the pathogenic drug.” After analyzing the manuscript, it can be

considered for publication after making these changes.
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